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About This Game

Psychedelic platformer is an indie game with minimalist graphics, just 2 colors, green and black.
There are 3 game modes:

-Normal platformer.

-Top-down platformer

-Mirror top-down platformer

The gameplay has 3 difficulties, avalible for the 3 game modes.
Expect a funny and enjoyable gameplay, as well as a random generated level.

What to expect:

-Random generated level, for 3 difficulties.

-3 different game modes.

-Controls and instructions showed in the screen while playing.
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Title: Psychedelic platformer
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dexion Games
Publisher:
Dexion Games
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Total waste of time.....save your money for another game.. quot;aaaaaa my hand"
Well... Line Way, a game where you have to hold your hand on the left mouse button and try to find a path that destroys all
blocks, Honestly this game is great. First of all, it has a couple of ways to solve the puzzle, so you might get stuck figuring one
way while others may just do it first try. Overall it's pretty fun, and basic of course. But that's what you get for a 1$ game.
+basic but addictive.
+price is totally fair.
Final Score: 8/10. I really do love this game, it's one of the coziest games i've ever played. The setting is great and feels very
genuine. Story wise it grabs you and doesn't let go, it really feels like a labour of love and i wish the developer would do another
project like this!. There is a bit of gramatical and spelling weirdness, but the game is a fairly solid if basic puzzle game. Took
me a while to beat all of the tutorial missions, but I rather enjoyed them, and they are essential to understanding the actual
missions.. lol the game is fun BUTTTTTTTT its still in development so grab it NOW the devs will ad du and listen. Since
"Fantasy Mosaics 24: Deserted Island" is basically identical to all its predecessors in the series, I'm simply copying\/pasting my
previous review(s). It's simply 100 fine, colorful nonograms that took me 8.3 hours to complete. Even at the list price of almost
$7, it's worth it. Real fun party game, brings some hilarious situations and can be played up to 8 players. If you are looking for a
great turnbased game like the old might and magic roleplaying games, this is for you. Beautiful artwork, great loot and spells,
and its fun to start weak and to build up your guys. I can't wait for the sequel.. Better than MXGP 2, And cheaper than MXGP
3. Not a bad cheap motocross game.
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Good game, just wish more people were playing it because finding a game can take a while.. Trial & error game with only 2
buttons fun for 10 mins then boring. Fun game with many different modes. Great for kids as well. Only improvement would be
to add higher resolution.. I wish they had "stars" for this game instead of yea/nea.

This game is simultaneously really awesome and ...
Basically I made a couple bad moves early on and then much later at the next major roadblock I hit my armies simply COULD
NOT WIN.

This was after playing for quite a while.

So it's a good game but be careful you don't do something stupid in a battle that, you find out later bites you in the♥♥♥♥♥.
This is from my blog - Kayas Arcade as a part of my 52 games in 52 weeks challenge)
https://www.facebook.com/Kayasarcade/

Week 24
24/52
Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast
Platform: PC
Time: 2-3 hours
Genre: Indie, story-driven, adventure

Corinne Cross's Dead & breakfast is made by Bad Chalk, and is one of those small indie games you just "stumble upon". I loved
the look of it from the very first time I found it. I "saved" it on my steam wishlist, and actually forgot about it for awhile. Steam
will never let you forget, and when the game got updated, it came back on my front page reminding me that this game existed - I
bought it right away.

CCDB is about a girl named Corinne who just lost a friend. Her mom made her house-sit the friend's moms house - Because the
mom got sick and went to the hospital. She quickly found out that this isn't an ordinary house, well - and It's actually also an Bed
and breakfast - And for a week she needs to keep it all together.
She learns that she isn't an ordinary girl either.

This game was so beautiful and sweet. The style is great and the story is really nice. It's short, yes, and it could be longer - But I
liked every day that went buy in-game. I would rather play a short neat game like this, than watch most movies. It was a great
experience.

I actually liked the game a lot more after reading a bit about the dev. It's (as far as I know) made by only one person - Cecilia
Bishton - a computer game development student. It's so well done, and I'm really looking forward to try out her other games she
is working on when they get released!

If you are fan of the small story-driven adventure genre, and loves to play indie games, go check out this game!. I purchased this
game knowing it was in early access due to this line : ''Trident’s Wake is ready to play''

This is a lie. The game is barely functional as a game. The animations are not complete, lighting is not complete, server code is
not complete, enemy ai is not complete. I barely managed to complete 1 level in a giggle fit over just how bad this was.

Play Alien Swarm instead, same game (and considering the age difference its amusingly better looking as well). This game will
require you to install wine if you're using Linux. It won't tell you that you need it, it will just fail to launch. FYI

Reasonably fun gameplay, a little clunky with controls, but enjoyable nonetheless.. A very interesting 3D space tactical game for
a gamer like me that mixes and matches features from previous games like Homeworld 1 and Nexus: The Jupiter Incident with
RPG elements that go beyond the latter and a decent amount of content. The game has quite a few shortfalls though with weird
design decisions that won't really jive well with gamers new to the genre, weird glitches that crop up without much rhyme or
reason and either require loading a save or restarting the game, a fairly generic storyline that is serviceable but won't enthrall
anyone and the graphics are quite dated all told.
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So why do I recommend it? Well because for someone like me, old salty git who learned how to play Dwarf Fortress because of
the weirdness and promise of that game, who likes this type of game more than say Sins of a Solar Empire it is a game worth
getting as it is a fairly rare breed. For everyone else there's the free demo available which does give a fair idea of how the game
plays in general just be ready for a challenge because this game drop kicks your♥♥♥♥♥often if you don't think about how you
approach a battle situation and it is deceptively complex in certain regards.

For a less structured and more derpy view on the game feel free to check my first impressions video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4cvWMtF1JI
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